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Lab Exercise: Exploring CRUD 

Speaker Name: Erwin Earley 
(eearley@perforce.com) 

 

 

Introduction: 

Modernization is more than just putting a new interface on an existing application.  It is also about 
extending the reach of existing data to a larger constituency.  The self-paced exercises in this workshop 
provide the opportunity explore CRUD – Create, Read, Update, Delete – capabilities of PHP looking at 

the native Db2 functions provided by the PHP language.  The workshop also includes exercises for using 
third party solutions which provide robust methods for creating PHP based CRUD applications. 
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1. CRUD via custom PHP code 

This first exercise is going to use walk through using custom PHP code to develop a simple CRUD 
application.   

Section 1. Connect an SSH connection to the lab system 

The first step is to establish an SSH connection to the lab system. 

__ 1. Use the information in the lab token to establish the ssh connection 

NOTE:  This connection will be used through the rest of this lab 

 

Section 2. Connect PHP to DB2 

This next section will write the start of the PHP script.  The first function that the PHP script needs to 
provide is to establish the connection between PHP and Db2. 

 

__ 2. Ensure that you re in your home directory: 

 

cd / 

__ 3. Write the following PHP script.  The script should be given the name ex1.php and be located in 
your home directory: 

 

<?php 
 
$conn_resource = db2_connect("*LOCAL", "", "");  
 
db2_close($conn_resource); 
 
?> 

 

__ 4. Code should be included that checks to ensure that a valid connection was established.  The 
following snipt of code should be added between the $conn_resource and db2_close statements: 

 

if (!$conn_resource) {  
    echo "Connection failed. SQL Err:";  
    echo db2_conn_error();  
    echo "<br>";  
    echo db2_conn_errormsg();  
 exit();  
}  
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__ 5. At this point use a web browser to point to the system and URL specified on the token with the 
name of the script just created: 

 

http://<system>:<port>/ex1.php 

 

 

Note:   To this point the script doesn’t provide any output so a blank web page should be displayed.  You 
could add an echo statement to output something if you want to be sure the code is executing correctly. 
 

 

Note:   A completed code sample is located in the samples directory (in your home directory).  The script 
is named ex1.php 
 

 

Section 3. Retrieve the records 

Now that PHP is connected to Db2 records can be retrieved.  We are going to build this up in stages and 
explain what is going on along the way 

__ 6. Add the following statements to the script.  These statements should be added after the if test 
block from the previous step: 

 

$sql = "SELECT * FROM ZENDPHP7.SP_CUST WHERE CUST_ID > 1220 FOR FETCH ONLY"; 
 
/* Prepare, bind and execute the DB2 SQL statement */ 
$stmt= db2_prepare($conn_resource, $sql); 
$lower_limit = 1220; //from the CUST_ID value 
$flds = db2_num_fields($stmt); 
if($flds > 0 ) 
{ 
//show Table Header (analyze result set) 
    echo "<table border=1>"; 
    echo "<tr>"; 
    for($i=0; $i<$flds; $i++) 
    { 
        echo '<td width="20%">'; 
jj 
        echo $name; 
        echo "</td>"; 
    } 
 echo "</tr>"; 
} 
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Note:       

1. The $sql line establishes the SQL statement that will be executed 
2. The db2_prepare statement causes the statement to be prepared against the Db2 connection 

established earlier.  Among other things this will result in the PHP application having visibility into 
the fields that will be returned from the SQL statement 

3. The db2_num_fields() function returns the number of fields resulting from the SQL select 
statement 

4. The block of code that follows the //show Table Header comment uses the field 
information to display header information in the browser. 

 

 

__ 7. Point a web browser to the URL and Port specified in the lab token.  The field headers should be 
displayed in the browser: 

 

 
 

Note:   A completed code sample is located in the samples directory (in your home directory).  The script 
is named ex2.php 
 

 

__ 8. Add the following block of code to perform the actual retrieval and display of records: 

 

$result = db2_execute($stmt);  
 
       if (!$result) {  
           echo 'The db2 execute failed. ';  
           echo 'SQLSTATE value: ' . db2_stmt_error();  
           echo ' Message: ' .   db2_stmt_errormsg();  
        }  
        else  
        {  
          while ($row = db2_fetch_array($stmt))  
          {  
              echo "<tr>";  
              for($i=0; $i<$flds; $i++){  
                echo '<td width="20%">';  
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                echo $row[$i] . '&nbsp';  
                echo "</td>";  
              }  
            echo "</tr>";  
          }  
       }  

     echo  "</table>"; 

 

This block of code should be added before the final closing } of the previous block added. 

 

Note:       

1. The db2_execute() statement causes the SQL statement to be executed 
2. The next block of code simply tests to ensure that the db2_execute was successful and if not 

processes through the error condition 
3. The while loop processes through the return set and outputs the records in a table format in the 

browser 
a. The db2_fetch_array() function is used to fetch a record from the result set 

 

 

__ 9. Point a web browser to the URL and Port of your script.  The records from the SQL select 
statement should be displayed: 

 

 
 

 

Note:   A completed code sample is located in the samples directory (in your home directory).  The script 
is named ex3.php 
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Section 4. Extending beyond READ 

Now that the basic selection and display of records is completed additional functionality such as Update, 
Delete, and Add could be added.    There are a variety of ways to add functionality and one popular way 
is to have a script for each function and call one from the other.    An ' href' is one way to provide this 
capability. 

__ 10. Add the following two lines to your script: 

 

echo '<td width-250>'; 
echo '<a class="btn" href="update.php?id=' . $row[0] . '">Update</a>'; 

 

These two lines should be added after the closing } of the for loop (before the echo </tr> statement) 

__ 11. Reinvoke the URL from the browser.  An 'Update' hot-link should now be displayed at the right 
portion of the browser output: 

 

 
 

Of course, one could get more sophisticated with this and have the href be associated with one 
of the fields which would cause the field itself to be the hotlink 

__ 12. Select the 'Update' link next to one of the records.  Note that an error is displayed indicating 'No 
input file specified' (this is because the script referenced by the href does not exist).  Also note 
that the URL address line includes the value of CUST_ID from the record selected.   

  

Note:   A completed code sample is located in the samples directory (in your home directory).  The script 
is named ex4.php 
 

 

At this point one could write a corresponding script for the 'Update' function that would do the 
following: 

 Select the record based on the ID in the request 

 Populate an HTML form with the field records 

 Provide an update button 
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 When the update button is selected perform an SQL Update function with the new values. 

 

This same approach could be used to implement the delete and create functions as well. 
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2. CRUD via 3rd Party Utility 

This exercise is going to use phpGrid (www.phpgrid.com) to display a simple datagrid.   

Section 1. Configuration file 

A configuration file is used to identify environmental information to the overall phpGrid solution.  
Information in the configuration file includes: 

 Database Host 
 User 
 Password 
 Database Name 
 Database Type 

 

Here's a sample configuration file: 

 

<?php  

define('PHPGRID_DB_HOSTNAME','<TOKEN>');  

define('PHPGRID_DB_USERNAME', '');  

define('PHPGRID_DB_PASSWORD','');  

define('PHPGRID_DB_NAME','<TOKEN>');  

define('PHPGRID_DB_TYPE','db2');  

define('PHPGRID_DB_CHARSET','');  

define('PHPGRID_DB_OPTIONS', serialize(array('i5_lib'=>'<TOKEN>', 

'i5_naming'=>DB2_I5_NAMING_ON)));  

define('SERVER_ROOT', str_replace(str_replace('\\','/', 

realpath($_SERVER['DOCUMENT_ROOT'])),'', str_replace('\\', '/', 

dirname(__FILE__))));  

define('THEME', 'cobalt');  

define('FRAMEWORK', ''); // indicating framework integrating - not used yet  

define('DEBUG', false); // *** MUST SET TO FALSE WHEN DEPLOYED IN PRODUCTION ***  

define('CDN', false); // use Cloud CDN by default. False to use the local 

libraries define('UPLOADEXT', 'gif,png,jpg,jpeg');  

/******** DO NOT MODIFY ***********/  

require_once('phpGrid.php');  

/**********************************/  
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As you can see, the file contains a number of defines.  The file will be included by the php script that we 
will take a look at next.  For the lab three items in the lab will be changed: 

 

 DB_HOSTNAME  *LOCAL 
 DB_NAME   ZENDPHP7 
 DB_OPTIONS (i5_lib)  ZENDPHP7 

 

The configuration file needs to be modified: 

__ 1. Modify the conf.php file in the phpgrid directory (in your home directory) to reflect the 
DB_HOSTNSAME, DB_NAME, and DB_OPTIONS as reflected on your workshop token. 

 

 

Note:   The conf.php file is located in directory phpgrid in your home directory 
 

Section 2. Initial Grid script 

At this point we are ready to write our first grid script.   

__ 2. In your home directory create a script named grid.php with the following content: 

 

<!DOCTYPE html>  
<?php  
use phpgrid\C_DataGrid;  
require_once("phpGrid/conf.php");  

$dg = new C_DataGrid("SELECT * FROM SP_CUST","CUST_ID","SP_CUST");  
$dg -> display();  
?>  

 

Notice the 'require_once' statement – this statement is including the configuration file that 
was modified in the previous statement.   

Additionally, notice the '$dg = ' statement.  This statement establishes a variable that will 
represent the datagrid.  It also specifies the SQL statement that will be used to retrieve the 
records that will be displayed in the grid.  
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__ 3. Once the script has been created, attempt to execute it by pointing a web-browser at the URL, 
Port, and script name specified in the lab token: 

 

http://<system>:<port>/grid.php 

If the script is properly written, a data grid similar to the following should be displayed: 

 

 
 

Section 3. Adding Search Capability 

So far, the application simply displays (READ) a data grid.  The grid becomes more useful as additional 
functionality is added to it.  The next step will add search capability. 

__ 4. Add the following line to your script: 

 

$dg -> enale_search(true); 

 

The line should be added before the "$dg -> display();" line 

 

__ 5. Re-invoke the URL indicated in the token.  The grid should be redisplayed with a search item 
(magnifying glass) at the bottom of the web page: 

 

 
__ 6. Click on the search icon.  Notice that search field are now displayed under each column title: 
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__ 7. At this point feel free to try out the different search fields to refine the displayed list of records 

 

An advanced search capability is also supported which provides the ability to perform multi 
conditional searches. 

__ 8. To enable the multi-conditional search capability, add the following line to your script: 

 

$dg -> enable_advancd_search(true); 

 

Keep in mind that this line needs to be added before the '$dg -> display' line. 

 

__ 9. Re-invoke the URL indicated in the token.  The grid should be redisplayed with the search item 
(magnifying glass) at the bottom of the web page 

__ 10. Click on the magnifying glass at the bottom of the page.  Notice that now an advanced search 
dialog is displayed: 

 
 

__ 11. Feel free to test out this advanced search capability. 

 

Section 4. Adding Create, Update, Delete functions 

At this point the application is still limited to just the READ capability (mind you we've added a search as 
well).  Now let's add the rest of CRUD (Crete, Update, Delete). 

 

__ 12. Add the following line to the script: 
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$dg -> enable_edit("FORM"); 

Make sure to add this line before the $dg -> display() line. 

__ 13. Re-invoke the script.  Notice that additional icons for Create, Edit, and Delete are added to the 
bottom of the browser window: 

 

 
 

__ 14. The Read function will display the entire record in a pop-up window: 

 

 
 

__ 15. The Create function will display a dialog for adding a new record: 
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Use the dialog window to add a new record.  Use your lab name for the 'Company' name.   

 

__ 16. The Delete function is used to remove a selected record.  Select the record created in the 
previous step and then select the 'Delete' function.  Notice that a delete dialog is displayed for 
confirmation of the delete: 

 

 
 

NOTE:  the directive 'set_multiselect()' can be used to enable the ability to select 
multiple records for delete. 
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Section 5. Additional Functionality – Export & Themes 

Additional functionality that can be added to the grid includes export, themes, and titles. 

__ 17. To add export capability, add the following line to your script: 

 

$dg -> enable_export('EXCEL'); 

 

This line needs to be added before the $dg -> display(); line. 

 

NOTE:  The export functions supports a number of formats including: 

 EXCEL 
 PDF 
 CSV 
 HTML 

 

__ 18. Re-invoke the php-script via the web browser.  Notice that a new export icon is displayed at the 
bottom of the browser page: 

 

 
 

__ 19. Select the export icon.  Notice that a file is downloaded to the browser. 

__ 20. Open the downloaded file.  Notice that the data is displayed in Excel: 

 

 
 

__ 21. The theme for the grid can be changed through a define in the configuration file.  Edit the 
'conf.php' file from the location specified in the lab token.  Add the following line: 
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define('THEME', 'cobalt'); 

 

Available themes include: 

 dot-luv 
 excite-bike 
 lick 
 overcast 
 pepper-grinder 
 redmond 
 smoothne3ss 
 start 
 ui-darkness 
 ui-lightness 

 

__ 22. Re-invoke the script via the browser.  Notice that the display of the grid has been modified to 
reflect the specified theme. 

 

Section 6. Master/Detail 

phpGrid supports a subgrid function which essentially supports a master/detail paradigm.  A second 
database table called "ORDERS" is available in the lab library.  Adding the subgrid is done by defining a 
new datagrid. 

__ 23. Add the following two lines to the script: 

 
$sdg = new C_DataGrid("SELECT * FROM ORDER", "CUST_ID", "ORDERS"); 

$dg -> set_masterdetail($sdg, "CUST_ID"); 

 

The new C_DataGrid line causes an additional select to occur when a record is selected from the 
grid (master record).  At that point a subgrid is displayed with resulting records from the select. 

 

__ 24. Re-invoke the URL 

__ 25. Select the first record displayed (CUST_ID 1221).  Notice that the subgrid is populated with that 
customer's order data: 
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